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AP tests may seem like daunting obstacles, but if you've done well in similar AP categories, you shouldn't have too much trouble earning high scores. Good AP test results can help you with the college selection process and can even earn you college credits. In this article, I will give you an overview of what AP exams are, why they matter, and how scoring works across multiple
tests and topics. 2020 AP Test changes due to COVID-19 Due to the COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic, AP tests are now organized remotely, and information on how it works continues to evolve. Stay up to date with the latest test days, AP online review, and what this means to you with our AP COVID-19 FAQ article. What are AP tests? What's the point of taking them? AP tests
are conducted at the end of AP classes and are used as a way to estimate how much you learn in class and whether your experience earns college credits. You can also prepare for AP tests independently off course if you don't feel completely comfortable with the material once you've crossed its class. Basically, AP tests are a standardized way to verify your course records. They
are used for poorly taught AP classes where students earn as but don't really know the material. While the AP curriculum is supposed to be consistent in every school, teachers have a lot of freedom in how they teach the subject and classify the class. You can earn college credits for high AP test scores in most schools, and your scores can also help you position yourself away
from introductory classes. Coping with AP tests can mean leaving colleges early or avoiding university courses in substances that are recurring to you. In the next section, I'll tell you more about the AP test rating scale and how some of the most popular tests are structured. I wish I could skip Coloring 101. I already know all this, and I haven't even thought about eating crayints.
What does the rating scale and format look like in different AP exams? There are some consensuses on scoring and format in all AP exams, but there are also big differences in the percentages of time and score devoted to certain types of questions in different tests. I will provide you with general information about the assessment scale and then provide detailed information on
the specific formats of the tests in different thematic areas. Common facts AP exams are scored on a scale of 1 to 5, 5 is the highest score and 1 is the lowest. This is how the College Board determines each score: 5 = very well educated 4 = well qualified3 = valid2 = possibly valid1 = no recommendation Accepted indicates that you are able to do a job similar to that of a college-
level introductory course in the AP. Most higher education institutions credit to students scored 4s or 5s in AP tests, and some even give credit for 3s. This may vary depending on the test. In an AP test that is considered more difficult, you may get credit for 3. In a less challenging test, you may need to do 5 to earn university points. Each AP exam has a multiple-choice section
that scores on a computer, and a free answer or essay section that college professors and AP teachers score. There are no point deductions for multiple selection for incorrect answers. (This is a recent policy change under the new SAT, which has also made point deductions.) The dots in the two sections of the AP tests are combined into a composite score on a scale of 1 to 5.
One thing you should keep in mind about AP test results is that you don't have to get everything right in the test to get a 5 or a perfect result. It's not like a SAT where messing up one question can shatter your dream of 800. Scaling is different in every test, but usually, even if you only get 70% of the questions right, you can still end up with 5. Read more ap test scoring information
here. Next, I will give you an idea of the specific structures of AP experiments in different substances so that you know what to expect. Your pen is excited to spend more time with you in the free response sections of AP tests. It does not know that its feelings may not be reciprocal. Science and Mathematics AP Biology AP Biology exam is a total of three hours long. It is also
divided into two parts, the first consisting of a multi-choice section and a very short section of the grid. You need to answer 63 multiple choice questions and six grid questions in 90 minutes. Grid questions are basically short answers to the problems of mathematics and science; You must calculate the answers and enter them in the grid of the answer form. The second part of the
test is also 90 minutes long and consists of eight open answer questions (six short answers and two long answers). Each section of the AP Biology experiment is worth 50% of your score. AP Chemistry AP Chemistry experiment is three hours and 15 minutes long. The multiple choice section has 60 questions and is 90 minutes long. The Free Answer section has seven questions,
four short answers and three long answers, and it's an hour and 45 minutes long. As with AP Biology, each section is worth 50% of your score. The AP Calculus BC AP Calculus BC exam is three hours and 15 minutes long. The multiple-choice section consists of 45 questions divided into a calculator, rather than calculators that last an hour and 45 minutes in total. The Free Reply
section consists of six questions of one hour and 30 minutes, which are also divided into a calculator and not calculators. The calculator does not support you in every part of the AP Calculus test. But don't worry, it's always got you thinking. Social Studies AP Psychology AP the exam is slightly shorter than most other AP tests, and the total clock is only two hours. The multi-choice
section consists of 100 questions answered in 70 minutes. This section makes up two-thirds of your score. The Free Answer section consists of two questions that need to be answered in 50 minutes. This section makes up the remaining third of your points. AP US History AP US History exam is a total of 3 hours and 15 minutes long. It is divided into two parts, the first of which
consists of a multi-choice section and a short response section. The multiple choice section contains 55 questions and is 55 minutes long. This is 40% of your total score. The short answer section contains four questions and is 50 minutes long. This value is 20% of your total score. The second part of the test consists of two longer open answer questions. The first is a document-
based question (so-called because your answer requires you to familiarize yourself with a specific primary source document) for which you will be given 55 minutes. This is 25% of your total score. You also need to answer one of two long essay questions already, of which you will be given 35 minutes. The value of this question is 15% of your total score. The AP US History
experiment takes you on a wild ride through the winding underground streets of this country's past. If you're a thrill-seekers, boy, I'm looking forward to this! Language and literature AP English literature and composition AP English test is three hours long. The multiple choice section has 55 questions and lasts an hour. The Free Answer section has three questions and lasts two
hours. The multi-choice part of the test is 45% of your score, and the free response section is worth 55% of your score. AP Spanish language and culture This exam is three hours long. The multi-choice section consists of two parts and is 95 minutes long. You will answer questions about spanish texts in the first part and audio recordings in the second part. The free response
consists of four parts and is 85 minutes long. You will be asked to write an email response and a compelling essay. You also need to respond to the Spanish-language discussion prompt and make a mini-presentation of the Spanish cultural topic. Multiple selection and free response sections are each worth 50% of your points. That's right, in language AP tests, you really need to
speak the language. I was shocked, too. The Art APs AP Music Theory AP Music Theory test is two hours and 40 minutes long. The multiple choice section consists of 75 questions divided into two parts, one based on hearing tipped and the other not sounding. The entire section is 80 minutes long and makes up 45% of your score. The Free Reply section consists of seven written
exercises (70 minutes in total) and two vision singing exercises (10 minutes in total). These two parts make up another 55% of your score. AP Art History This exam is a total of three hours long. Nniiden the selection section is an hour long and has 80 questions. The Free Reply section lasts the remaining two hours. It has two 30-minute essay questions and four 15-minute essay
questions. Multiple-choice and free response sections each make up 50% of your score. I don't understand how people made incredibly complex sculptures, but if you take AP Art History, you might find out. Conclusion So what are ap exams all in all? AP exams evaluate your knowledge of AP course material and determine whether you are qualified to test similar introductory
courses at the university. The high scores in the AP test indicate that you are able to work at the higher education level on the topic. The highest score you can earn in an AP test is 5, and the lowest is 1; most schools accept 4s and 5s (sometimes up to 3s) with scores worthy of a college credit. All AP tests have both multiple-choice and free responses, but they are structured
differently and can be of different sizes depending on the subject. Keep in the background that AP tests and classes can be good choices for you based on your high school academic background and college goals. You can read more about which AP categories (if any) you should take in this article. Your ideal AP courses and exams vary depending on the type of student. You
shouldn't force yourself to take classes that drag down your GPA or that don't interest you just to earn more AP credit. If you know you're taking some AP courses, try to familiarize yourself with the format and timing of similar tests before the end of the school year. Taking training tests and taking sample questions will help you get used to the way the tests work and give you the
opportunity to earn college credits! What's next? You may wonder when AP tests will be offered so you can plan ahead. Here's a list of AP test days. Which AP tests are more difficult? It may depend on your strengths as a student, but there are certain tests that are known for being particularly challenging. Learn more about the most difficult AP tests here. Does your school offer
AP and IB? Are you interested in the differences between the two? Take a look at this article to learn if AP or IB better suits your needs. One of the most important parts of your university application is which classes you decide to take in high school (along with how well you work in these classes). Our team of PrepScholar selection experts has gathered their knowledge in this
individual guide to planning a high school course schedule. We advise you on how to balance your schedule between regular and credits/AP/IB courses, how to choose out-of-study courses and what hours you can't afford to miss. Are there any friends who also need help preparing tests? Share this article! Do you have any questions about this article or other topics? Ask below
and we'll answer! Answer!
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